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The Best Choice in Melbourne
Recording - Mastering - Artwork - Photography - Video Production

www.studio52.com.au

Studio A

Studio A has everything you need to achieve world class
results. It features 4 interlinked recording spaces, making it
ideal for “live” tracking while still achieving discreet, no spill,
multi track recordings. Each room is designed as a different
acoustically tuned environment, making it suitable for a wide
variety of musical styles.
Studio A has a world class selection of microphones and
racks of state of the art mic pre’s and converters. The large
comfortable control room is perfectly acoustically tuned and
features 3 choices of classic monitor systems including Emes

Studios A, B & C come equipped with amps, drum kit, keyboard,
all available for use at no extra cost if required.
To make great recordings you must first have a recording space
that inspires people to perform at their best. At Studio 52 we
strive to make the recording process easy and stress free.
and JBL for great mixing and mastering control. The studio
also features the amazing TC6000 Series reverbs.
The Studio A drum room is powered by 12 channels of A
Grade British Valve pre’s for that awesome warm, fat analogue
drum sound and the room itself is designed to be easily tuned
from “totally live”, right down to “dead flat” and of course,
anything in-between.
The combination of space, gear and great engineers makes
Studio A one of the finest recording and mixing studios in
Australia.

Studio B

Studio B is a lower priced alternative but is
still totally capable of producing outstanding
results. It has an exceptional drum room
linked, with great sight lines, to a large general
recording room. The spacious control room
features great monitoring, state of the art mic

Studio C

Studio C has been designed for
versatility. It is our main production
studio, perfect for one on one recordings
between a vocalist and a producer and
as our main programming suite used
with solo artists. This studio is also our
mastering room. However this studio
can also be used for full band recordings,
featuring a large drum booth inter
connecting with two great recording
spaces. Like Studio A the drum room
is connected to a rack of A Grade
British Valve pre’s and the other two
rooms have a selection of state of the
art mic pre’s and converters. The
acoustically designed control room
feature the amazing ADAM S3X-H
studio monitors.

pre’s and TC6000 Reverbs.
Studio B is perfect for demo recordings and
independent albums. All our studios are totally
compatible with each other allowing projects
to easily move between studios for tracking/
mixing /mastering.

Studio D

Artwork, Photography & Video Production
Studio D offers a full range of graphic art and photography and video production. So
whether you are needing to put your CD cover together, get some new promo photo
shots or make a broadcast ready film clip, it can all be provided wih the same level of
professional service that the studio has been known for almost 30 years. Check out
some of the most recent clips we have created on our you tube channel youtube.
com/52koolempire including Natasha Duarte’s clip “Punch Me In The Heart” which
recently won best music video in the prestigious UK Songwriting Competition.

Kitchen & Recreation Area
Studio 52 offers a range of extra facilities designed to make your recording experience a
pleasant one. These include a large kitchen, meals area,TV and pool room. This is a great area to
chill out, meet other artists recording within the building and enjoy free tea or coffee.

CD Manufacture & Distribution

Talk to us about your complete CD manufacture requirements and national distribution for your
release. Our affiliate label Empire Records and Publishing distributes through MGM and from time
to time offers this on-service to our clients. *(This is not guaranteed simply by recording at Studio
52 and is subject to normal distribution criteria and individual agreement to be negotiated.)
Special features:
• Large number of Valve and dual Valve microphones from SE and GrooveTube • Premium selection of microphones including, Audio Technica, DPA, Beyer, Shure, Sennheiser, Audix, Peluso,
Octava & Milab • TC Electronics 6000 reverbs and Mastering in all studios • Focusrite Liquid Channels, Joe Meeks Preamps • TLAudio Ivory and Classic Blue series Valve Preamps,
compressors and Parametric EQ. The ultimate in AD conversion RME studio interfaces • High spec Apple computers in each studio. ADAMS, EMES, JBL, EAW Studio Monitors.

Easy to find location:

5 minutes from City centre and near all public transport.
Within walking distance of Brunswick & Smith Street restaurant
and entertainment precinct, close to all Melbourne attractions,
music scene and nightlife.

ph: (03) 9417 7707
fax: (03) 9417 5294
23-25a Johnston St Collingwood
Melbourne Australia
www.studio52.com.au
paul@studio52.com.au
For all major projects & package bookings
please contact Paul Higgins
direct on 0412-686-252
or paul@studio52.com.au

